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About This Game

When Lordpriest Cux seizes the resort planet Scrota-II, an artificially-intelligent armored robotic icosahedron is dispatched on a
desperate mission to stop him. Take control of the most overpowered and heartless killing machine in the galaxy. Launch

yourself like a bullet through 33 levels of intense physics-based combat and brutal platforming challenges in this unique and
violent arcade-style adventure.

-Learn to control the MegaDrive and leap across vast distances
-Use bullet time to coordinate precision jumps and chain your kills

-Activate power-ups to unleash hell upon anyone nearby
-Electrifying retro-future soundtrack
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Title: Ballistic
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Electrovore
Publisher:
Electrovore
Release Date: 20 Feb, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: Quad-core Intel or AMD processor, 2.5 GHz or faster

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 470 GTX or AMD Radeon 6870 HD series card or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 9 GB available space

English
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It's exactly what it looks like. An isometric arcade game where you play a lumbering mech sprinting across the city to deliver
pizzas to various targets, while collecting time bonuses and battling an ever increasing horde of evil robots.

Several different maps on which to play of increasing difficulty and various gimmicks, from a pleasant suburb to cities of
different shapes to archipelagos to a volcanic crater. Those too focused on Crazy Taxi might find the smalll time bonuses for
deliveries to be insulting, but the game is balanced a bit more around collecting time and cash and special items in the field as
well. A story campaign accompanies partly to act as a tutorial for the arcade score-chasing modes but manages to give its own
value; there the time limits are generally quite generous.

The story offers a variety of different objectives on each map and a decent enough story. It is seldom funny but surprisingly
charming, your team is given a decent amount of character without wasting your time so everyone comes across as memorable;
heck, I downright liked the crew by the end in almost the same way I liked the old Star Fox squad. Everyone you meet is a
parody of some sort, but the game doesn't dwell TOO hard on references so it ends up charming rather than like a bad Big Bang
Theory episode. I enjoyed the story.

The actual arcade gameplay is simple enough, but decently fun. Your mech has a sprint toggle, which gives it speed, but also
means you must contend with momentum. Jumps, dodges, air attacks, ground attacks, a small selection of super moves to pick
from... with sprint toggling your attacks from momentum focused to area focused... There is enough to the game to chew on,
and each enemy tends to be countered by one or two of your moves, but the impacts and execution animations of some of the
bigger enemies are pretty terrible, but that is forgiveable. You do not feel like a giant robot fighting other giant robots at all, but
you do feel like a giant robot who really has to be somewhere and is swatting enemies out of the way as quickly as possible to
get back to running. Yet despite all this, the platforming and movement is largely precise. The game asks a lot of precision
jumping in later levels and, apart from the occasional geometry glitch, it's surprisingly easy to land jumps on the islands the
game asks you to while keeping momentum.

Pizza Titan isn't great... but it is quite good. The arcade score chasing isn't at the level of an old-school Japanese game, but it's
still clearly made by gamers and for gamers, and definitely scratches the one-more-run score chase itch. It's miles ahead of
several old school games Yakuza has had me play.... And the campaign is a nice bonus, to the point where you probably
wouldn't waste your money just doing the campaign. But you might find you like it well enough to come back to the real meat
of score chasing. It probably won't replace Outrun 2006 or RE5 Mercenaries for you, but I think Pizza Titan is definitely worth
a look, if for nothing else than that nobody has done anything quite like this before.. this game crashes on start up, playstation
home was better then this crap. She beautiful! Super awesome!. The game is actually nicely made, the puzzles being not too
hard and not too easy either, story segments nicely told for a game of this genre.. and yet I can't recommend it.
This game is filled with bugs left and right (like many comments/reviews before this one showed) and I myself also managed to
run into a bug, in which I placed part of a key into a machine which I still needed to use elsewhere but had no chance of ever
picking up again-- hence, me being unable to continue playing.
Pretty game, but sadly I can't recommend a buggy game.. Another tedious mystery in this boring series of non-games. There's no
intrigue, no atmosphere, and absolutely no reason to "play". The acting is horrendous and there is zero actual gameplay. Why
does it end with you going before a judge? Holmes was a "CONSULTING" detective. It's in the title for heaven's sake! The
information would be passed onto Lestrade or another representitive of Scotland Yard and it would be them going to court.

There are small improvements over the abysmal Mega CD version but the absence of trophies\/achievements and trading cards
means that there will be nothing to drag you back to this after you suffer through it the first time.

AVOID!. I knew from the ratings this game was badly received and still decided to try, because I hope it was similar to the first
dungeon siege game which I loved. I'm not sure why dungeon siege was so awesome (there virtually was no plot after all, it was
supremely linear hack and slash and yet.... fond memories). The graphics aren't that fantastic, controls are iffy, AI is stupid, plot
is, erhm, and the dialogues are horrible. If you REALLY have nothing better to do with your time, then by all means... Great
idea for a game, but need some improvements to get it to where it need to be to make it more realitic, and user friendly. I dont
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recommend this game at this time, but may in the furture if updated correctly.
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The age of the title does it little favors but there is still enough charm left in it's simple tentacle based functionality to make the
game worth diving into.. From the screenshots, you can tell 4x4 Dream Race is not the most modern game. A game has
managed to get onto steam that looks like the N64 version of Hotwheels Racing, but with worse graphics. While this game may
just seem like babbies first homemade game, googling 4x4 Dream Race's past brings up something much more sinister.

The first few results for this game brings up free downloads for it. So you might be thinking, "Wow MFC Recruiter John, so it's
just a free game dumped on Steam as a cash grab?". Well friend, it gets even worse.

This is no ordinary quick free game made by new devs, this title was made to spread adware. When you google this title and it
only shows free donwnloads as information for it, you'll see that every single website to download from makes you install their
"downloader" under the guise of "4x4_dream_racing.exe" or a similar named exe.

From a known website: "4x4 Dream Race is a video game distributed through the
INSERTADWAREFREEGAMEWEBSITEHERE'S installer. This installer will also modify the user's web browser home pages
and default search provider to SAMEWEBSITE'S in Internet Explorer, Firefox and Chrome. While the game itself is valid,
uninstalling it will not restore the web settings."

So you have to wonder, how does stuff like this past through the filter? Is there even a filter?. i liked the generic names such as
'Catz' but the music really made me want to die.
10\/10 cat girl vampire power activate!. You get your moneys worth. A small simple annoying pixel mess. This is a very easy
and short maze game. A bit minimalist, but fun and worth the price.. I bought this game for to support of the potential of game.
(1.04TL ~ 0,29$)
I hope developers improve the game, i don't expect from the game to be like NFS or Dirt series but we should able to still play.
At least, it should be more realistic physics.

Note for the developers: I know your first goal is realistic physics and graphics but after this goal, you should improve the
xbox360 controller settings i think. (And you can change the intro little bit, lel)

Thanks and good luck!. Well,that didn't take long.Fantastic boot hunt simulator.If ya die ya start all over.I didn't like it.Nice
atmosphere though.Can't recommend.. I am loving this game so far, the art, the humor, the game play...only 9 mins but I don't
wanna play more with my hubby appreciating it! I will give a more detailed review after more hours of game play.
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